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Abstract . Streszczenie . CoflepacaHHe

A pseudo-utility representation of a binary relation > in a set 
2X is a function psX -* R with p(x,y) > 0 equivalent to x > y.

The concept seems to have appeared in many different contexts in 
mathematical literature but it still requires systematic studiest
within the framework of game or utility theory.

The paper contains basic definitions and a survey of already 
existing results including author's own. We try to present a uniform 
theory also exhibiting the relevance of the.concept in game theory 
where it occurs to be an indispensable tool for proving the existencce 
of equilibria in certain types of games.

Pseudo-użyteczno śc i

2Funkcja p:X -♦ R jest pseudo-użytecznością reprezentującą 
relacją > w X gdy p(x,y) > 0 jest równoważne x > y. W literatu
rze matematycznej pojęcie to występowało w wielu różnych kontekstach 
ale w dalszym ciągu wymaga ono systematycznych badań w ramach teorii 
gier lub teorii użyteczności.

Praca zawiera podstawowe definicje i przegląd już znanych wy
ników, w tym własnych wyników autora. Staramy się przedstawić jedno
litą teorię uwypuklając też znaczenie pojęcia pseudo-użyteczności w 
teorii gier, gdzie jest ono niezastąpionym środkiem dowodu istnienia 
równowag w grach nlekooperacyjnych.



nC6BÄO-nOJI63HOCTH

íyHKUHH p : X 2 -» > R  HBJiHeTCH nceBao -no jie sH O C T e il npeacTaBjm nm eií 

OTaoineHHe >  b X b cayqae Koraa p ( x , y )  > 0  skbhbejishtho x  >-y. 

ß uaTeuaTMsecKofi jm iep a iy p e  s to  noHflrae dohbjihjioci. b pasrom m a 

KOHTeiccTax ho oho nocTOHHHO ip e ö y e i  CHCTeMaiMecraix acc;ieflOBaHnä 

B OÖJiaCTH T0OpHH Hrp KJOÍ TeopHH n0Jie3H0CTH.

Ct3T£h coaepscHT ocHOBHue onpeaezeHHH u oö3op yxe h3B6cthux 
pe3yflBTaT0B, b stom khcjis c oÖc tb6h hhx peayjiiTaTOB aBTopa. Uu Tose 
crpeunucfl npeacTasHiŁ ojHopoaHy® Teopn» cneqHaÆBHO nojpiepKMBaa 
BasHOCTŁ noHSTHH nceBao-noae3HOCTü b Tsoptm urp, rje oho He3aue- 
HKaua CpeaCTBOM npH 30Ka3UBaHHH CymeCTBOBaHHH paBHOBeCHß B HeKO- 
onepaiwoHHHX urpax.
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The paper presents the concept of "parametric pseudo-utility!1. 
Given a set o*f "parameters" T and a family of binary relations 
(>tlt£T), respectively in sets X(t), we search for a real function 
n ("parametric pseudo-utility representation") defined over 
{(t,x,y)It£T, x,y£X(t)} with some "good" properties (continuity, 
quasi-concavity etc.) and such that for all t,x,y, nt(x,y) > 0  is 
equivalent to x>fcy. In Section III we formulate some results ex
tending earlier results of the author (however, no proofs are given 
in this paper). In Section IV we prove the relevance of the problem 
in game theory: the existence of a "good" parametric pseudo-utility 
representation is very useful when proving the existence of equilib
ria in noncooperative games.

In turn, it is also interesting to look back at the simpler 
case of just one,relation > in a set X and its "pseudo-utility re
presentation". In the literature this case is only considered in 
connection with ideas of difference measurement (see Fishbum [1970], 
Chapter 6 or Krantz et al. [1971], Chapter 4 for a survey). In Sec
tion I we give basic definitions and in Section II we make a survey 
of the very few known results, the most interesting of which are 
due to Kiruta et al. [1980], Chapter 1.

The relation between the case of a single relation and the 
"parametric case" resembles, to some extent, the relation between 
the usual problem of the existence of a utility representation of a 
preference relation and its "measurable" version, the latest consi
dered by Aumann [1969], Wieczorek [1980] and many others.
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I. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Throughout this section > is a fixed binary relation in a set 
X. First recall the classic definition of a utility representation 
of >: it is a function u: X -» R such that for every x,y6X, x > y
is equivalent to u(x) - u(y) > 0.

We define a pseudo-utility representation of > as a function 
p: X * X -► R such that for every x,y€X, x > y is equivalent to
p(x,y) > 0; thus a pseudo-utility representation of > is a real fun
ction defined over XxX whose support is just equal to the graph 
of >.

Every utility representation u of > generates its pseudo
utility representation

U(x,y) := u(x) - u(y), for x,y£X;

if the formula above holds for a function U:X*X -» R then we say 
that U is generated by a utility u.

A pseudo-utility representation of > can be regarded as some
thing "less" than a pseudo-utility generated by a utility function; 
this justifies the use of the term "pseudo-utlity" introduced in 
the present paper.

One can immediately see that the usual problem of finding a 
utility representation of > can be split, by means of the previously 
defined notions, into two problems:
1. find a pseudo-utility representation of >;
2. find a utility function generating a function p:X*X -* R.

Other problems, analogous to (2) are also considered in the 
literature; for instance, (2.b) and (2.c) are in Chapter 4 of Krantz 
et al. [1971]; (2.a) is in Kiruta et al. [1980], p. 53:
2.a. for a given function p:XxX -* R find functions 
u,v:X -• R such that p(x,y) = u(x) - v(y);
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2.b. for a given p:X«X -» R find u:X -♦ R with p(x,y)
= lu(x)-u(y) I ;

2.c. for a given p:X*X -* R find u:X -» R with p(x,y)=u(x)/u(y).

Real functions p defined over X*X and appearing in utility
contexts assume a very natural interpretation: p(x,y) is a measure
of difference in utility between x and y. Typically authors be-

* 2gin with a binary relation > in X and find a function p:X«X -* R
* <such that (x,y)> (z,t) is equivalent to p(x,y)-p(z,t) > 0; thus p

*is a utility representation of > in the usual sense. Examples of 
such procedures can be found in Chapter 4 of Krantz et al. [1971] 
(Theorem 1, p. 147). However, more often authors directly seek for 
a utility u generating this p, thus having the property that 

*(x»y)> (z,t) is equivalent to u(x)-u(y)>u(z)-u(t)

(see e.g. Chapter 6 of Fishburn [1970] for a survey of results of 
this type).

Another approach takes a function p:XxX -» R, interpreted as 
measuring differences in utility, as a primitive concept; this is 
the way things are presented by Kiruta et al. [1980] in Chapter 1.

The problem (1) is trivial as it stands: the function 
p:X«X -♦ R defined by

3. P(x,y) := 1 if x > y
:= 0 otherwise,

clearly represents > . However, (1') which is a slight mo
dification of (1) may lead to more interesting problems:
1'. find a pseudo-utility representation of > with some "good" pro
perties.

Here we only notice an immediate consequence of Urysohn's 
Lemma: if the graph of > is an open Fe while X is normal then > 
has a continuous pseudo-utility representation.
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In turn, (2) is generally nontrivial while its modification 
(2') becomes even more interesting:
2'. find a "good" utility function generating a function p:X*X -* R.

Obviously, having passed through (1) and (2) we get a utility 
representation of > but notice that, generally, finding a utility 
representation of > does not have to go through (1) and (2). The 
following observation shows that this procedure may be sometimes 
even misleading: even if > admits a utility representation u and 
p is a pseudo-utility representation of >, p need not be generated 
by u nor by any other utility representation of >. A trivial ex
ample of this kind is the usual order > in the real line and 
it is representation p defined by (3).

Scew-symmetric pseudo-utility representations play a special 
role and may be interpreted specially. Obviously, every relation 
with such a representation must be antisymmetric. In turn, if p 
is a pseudo-utility representation of an antisymmetric relation 
then so is the function

q(x,y) := p(x,y)- p(y,x) 
which is clearly antisymmetric.

II. A FEW KNOWN RESULTS

Also in this section > denotes a fixed binary relation in a 
set X. We begin with some immediate observations. Notice that every 
pseudo-utility representation p of > immediately generates some 
others: the functions

sgn p, max(p,0), p , for any positive integer k, 
are also pseudo-utility representations of >; if q is another 
pseudo-utility representation of > then so are the functions 

min(p,qi, max(p,q), p+q.



If r:X*X -* R is any function such that for all x,y, x > y
implies r(x,y) > 0 then the function

r'(x,y) := r(x,y) *^(x>y) 

is a pseudo-utility representation of >•

The book [1980] of Kiruta, Rubinov and Yanovskaya contains a 
lot of elementary but very useful results concerning the existence 
or even indicating a particular form of a pseudo-utility or utility 
representation. We just quote some of them ((6) and (7) seem to have
been inspired by Theorem 1, p. 147 in the book [197*1] by Krantz et
al.).

4. Suppose that X is equipped with a metric. If for every x€X,
the set L(x):={ylx>y} is open then p:X*X -» R defined by

p(x,y) := dist(y,X\L(x)) 
is a pseudo-utility representation of >f continuous in y.

If, moreover, X is separable and, for every x, L(x) is an
interior of its closure while U(x) := {yly>x} is Borel then p is
measurable.

5. Suppose that X is a convex set in a vector space. Any two bi- 
affine pseudo-utility representations of > differ at most by a 
multiplicative constant.

Now suppose that p is a scew-symmetric pseudo-utility repre
sentation of >.

6. If > is negatively transitive, i.e. non x>y and non y>z implies 
non x>z and p is negatively additive, i.e. non x>y and non 
y>z implies p(x,z)=p(x,y)+p(y,z) then p is generated by a uti
lity, unique up to an additive constant.
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7. Suppose that X Is a convex set in a vector space while p is 
biaffine. Then p is monotone, i.e. x>y>z and x>z implies 
p(x,z) > max(p(x,y),p(y,z)) if and only if [> is negatively tran

sitive and p is generated by an affine utility function.

III. PARAMETRIC PSEUDO-UTILITY

Suppose that T is a set (of parameters); for each t£T we are 
given a set X(t) equipped with a binary relation > . There arises 
a question of the existence of a real function ji defined over the 
set

® := -[(t,x,y) I t€T, x,y€X ( t)} 
which has some "good" required properties. We are specially interes
ted in continuity of n and quasi-concavity of n (t,x,y) in x, in the 
case where T is a topological space while all the X(t) are includ
ed in a topological vector space X.

The importance of this problem will be exhibited in the next 
section.

We shall be considering the following properties of a family C 
of subsets of a topological space X:
8.a. for every C £ £ and its neighborhood G there exists D€ Ê
such that C c Int D c D c G;
3.b. for every C,C'et and every compact set K c int(C f> C') there 
exists D 6 C  such that K c Int D c d c C (1 C ' .

We shall also consider a joint property of families C and (91
of subsets of a topological space X:
8.C. for every C,C'eC there exists D£6 such that CUC'c D 
c n {0 £ ÿ  ICUC' c o}.

-  10 -
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Obviously, every family of compact sets C which is closed 
under finite intersections, satisfies (8.b).

The following theorem extends the results included in Theorem 
A. 10, p. 32,'of Wieczorek [ 1986]:

8. THOEREM. Let T and X be locally compact spaces and let C and 
0 be families of subsets of X; we assume that all elements of t 
are compact and that conditions (8.a-c) are satisfied.

For every t€T, let X (t) c X and let >t be a 'binary relation
in X(t) such that the joint graph

V  := i(t,x,y)lx>ty} 
is relatively open in

<K := {<t,x,yHt£T, x,y6X(t)}.

Assume that * there exist sequences: (K̂ ) of compact subsets
of TxX and (Ci) of elements of C such that

y  = » n U{KjxC i | i = 1 , 2 , . . .  } . +)

If for every t£T and y€X(t)

0fc(y) := {x€X(t)|x>t y } € 0

then there exists a continuous function ip : <S> -* [0,1] such that for 
every teT, y>t(.,.) is a pseudo-utility representation of >t 
and, for every y€X(t) and rational q€[0,1], (x|tpt(x,y)^q} is an 
intersection of an element of 6 with X(t).

Condition (*) requires a very special form of the graph of Y . 
When is it satisfied automatically? Here is a sufficient condition:

+* Formally, due to the change of the order of factors, Ki,Ci should 
be written here as {(t,x,y)I(t,y)€1^, xEC^}.
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9. PROPOSITION. If T Is S' -compact metrizable while X is com
pact metrizable and its (unique) uniformity has a closed base whose 
every element V c X»X has all sections V(x) := {yl(x,y)6Vi in t 
then every open set in T*X*X has the form U^K^'C^I i = 1,2,.. .̂  
where all Ki £ T*X are compact while all are in C (thus, in 
the-framework of Theorem (8), (*) is satisfied).

We shall also consider a corollary to Theorem (8) which is con
cerned with special case of ¡5 being a class of convex sets in a to
pological vector space:

10. COROLLARY. Let T be a locally compact space and let X be a 
locally convex-Hausdorff convex set in a topological vector space, 
satisfying
** for every compact convex set C c X and its every neighborhood
G there exists a convex compact neighborhood of C included in G.

For every tCT, let X(t)cX be convex and let >y be a binary
relation in X(t) such that the joint graph

V  :« {(t,x,y) lx >t y}

is relatively open in

* :» {(t,x,y) It£T, x,y£X(t)3r.

Assume that * there exist sequences: (Kt) of compact subsets
of TxX and (Cj) of compact convex subsets of X such that

¥ « ® n UtK^CJi-1,2,...}.

If for every t€T and yCX(t) the set U* (y) : =*{x€X (t) lx >t y} _is
convex then there exists a continuous function <p : ® -• [0,1] such 
that for every t£T, ipt(x,y) is a pseudo-utility representation of 
>t, quasi-concave in x.



Since (*) has been already discussed, we only notice that 
(**) holds, for instance, whenever X is also compact (see A,6, 
p. 31 in Wieczorek 11986]) .

IV. PSEUDO-UTILITIES IN GAME THEORY

In [1952] Debreu wrote a paper being a mathematical preparation 
for his famous joint work with Arrow [1954] on the existence of eco
nomic equilibria. The paper dealt with a conflict situation genera
lizing the n-person non-cooperative game scheme. Slightly reformula
ted, this situation looks as follows:

given a positive integer n (number of players) non-empty sets 
Si,. ..,Sn (respective players' sets of strategies), relations 
fj c rrs^Sj, j*1,...,n (players' constraining relations) and
functions Uj:n^S^ -» R (players' utility functions), an equilibrium

■k(I) is a system of strategies s € such that for every player
* * _  * *j, (s ,Sj)e (i.e. s.j is available for j at s ) and

u^(s*) = max (Uj (s) I ŝ ssĵ  for all î j and (s ,s^)€ CV}

(i.e. j cannot increase his utility by changing the jth coordinate
*  r,in s with accordance to ij*'

Debreu [1952] proved the following theorem generalizing Nash's 
[1950] equilibrium existence theorem:

11. THEOREM (Debreu). An equilibrium I exists whenever for every j:
a. Sj is a contractible polyhedron in a Euclidean space;
b. Tj is closed;
c. the function

iPj(s) := max{Uj(s with ŝ  replaced by Jj) I (s, ̂) € fj} / s6 niSi'

is continuous;
d. Uj is continuous; and

-  13 -
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e. for every s€niSi the set

Mj(s) :■* (s, |)€ Tj and u^ls with replaced by £)=<Pj(s)}

is contractible.

Conditions (c) and (e) do not look very nicely but they were 
adopted by Debreu just for greater generality. Notice that for every 
j, (b), (d) and
c'. Tj is lower semi-continuous; 
imply (c). Since obviously
a'. Sj is a coinpact convex set in a Euclidean space;
is a special case of (a), (e) would be, for every j, an immediate
consequence of (a') and
e'. Uj is quasi-concave in s ̂ .

In seventies the research in some areas of mathematical ecoiio- 
mics concentrated at models in which utility functions were replaced 
by more general preference relations. Here is a counter-part of the 
previous equilibrium concept in this setting (the interpretation is 
as before);

given a positive integer n, nonempty sets S^,...,Sn, relations 
Tj E j“1,...,n and relations £ n^S^Sj, j = 1,...,n
(preference relations; (s,|)€ is interpreted as "s with ŝ  re
placed by j: is better than s, for j"), an equilibrium (II) is a
system of strategies s £ niSi such that for all j, (s*,s*)€ f\ 
and for every (s*, £ ) £ Tj excludes (s*, ^)£

In [1975] Shafer and Sonnenschein proved the following:

12. THEOREM (Shafer, Sonnenschein). An equilibrium II exists if for 
every j:
a• Sj is a compact convex set in a Euclidean space;
b. fV is closed;
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c. Fj is lower semi-continuous and has nonempty convex sections
Tj (s) := {£l (s, fj)€ Tj};

d. Tj is open and irreflexlve, i.e. there Is no s with (s, s ̂) £ Y^;
e. Yj has convex sections

Vj(s) := (s,£)E .

Obviously, a special case of the theorem of Debreu with assump
tions (a'), (b), (c'), (d) and (e') can be derived fjrom the theorem
of Shafer and Sonnenschein just by taking, for every j,

Vj := {(s,|) eniSi*S;. | Uj (s with Sj replaced by ) > Uj(s)}.

A careful analysis of the original proofs shows that in both 
cases the crucial step relies on a construction, for every j, of a 
function fj:niSixSj -* R with the following properties:
13.a. fj(s,^)>0 if and only if the player j can Improve upon at s 
by changing the jth coordinate of s to j: ;
13.b. Zj := {(s,^)€niSi*Sjlf (s,̂ ) = max{f ̂ (s,£) I (s,£) Efj } is 
a closed set;
13.c. for every serKS^ [ £Sj I (s, ij) £ z/\ is nonempty and convex 
(version: contractible).

Let me set. the matters more precisely (I shall begin with a de
finition and continue with a theorem):

given a positive integer n, nonempty sets S^,...,Sn, relations
{V c niSixSj, j = 1,...,n and functions fj:TI^S^xSj -» R, j*1,...,n,

*an equilibrium (III) is a system of strategies s such that for.;
all j, (s ,Sj)E ^  and for every £, (s , ij ) € Tj implies f^(s , )̂>0J.

14. THEOREM. An equilibrium III exists if for every j:
a. Sj is a compact convex set in a locally convex Hausdorff topolo
gical vector space (version: a compact acyclic metric ANR) ;
b. fj is closed;



c. the set Ẑ  :* {(a, £ )c niSi*Sj If.. (s, | ) »
max{f j (s, £.) I .( s, £) £ Tj}} is closed and has nonempty sections
Zj (s) := {.£> (s, $ )E Zj
d. for every s eniSi and a > 0, {|£ Sjlfj(s,£) > a ̂  is con-
vex (version: acyclic or empty).
—  , V V V V V V V W W V W V ^

Notice that condition (c) is a consequence of (b),

c'. fV is lower semi-continuous; and
c". fj is continuous.

Condition (d) simply means that p̂  is quasi-concave in the 
second coordinate; the version is also known and considered in the 
literature (see e.g. McClendon [1984], p. 151).

Theorem (14), with conditions (c'), c") replacing (c) (but not 
the version) is in Wieczorek [1986], Theorem 1.4, p. 11 or Ichiishi, 
Theorem 4.7.2, p. 70 in [1983].

Theorem (14) is an immediate consequence of the Fixed Point 
Theorem of Fan Ky [1952] and Glicksberg [1952]; the version follows 
from Eilenberg-Montgomery Theorem [1946]. In the proof it suffices 
to consider the set

Z := {(s,s')€ niS1«niSil (s^JEZj for j = 1,...,n>

and to notice that, by a fixed point theorem, Z contains some (s*,s*); 
obviously every such s* is an equilibrium III.

One can also think of other versions of Theorem (14); the ap
pearing conditions would then guarantee the existence of an 
(s*,s*)£Z by means of a Lefschetz type theorem.

The reader will realize that the definitions of equilibria I,
II and III can be automatically transferred to the case of an ar
bitrary number of factors j. Obviously, Theorem III still holds in 
this case; its version is true for a countable number of factors.

-  16 -



Thus we see that investigating special cases of Theorem (14) 
(in particular stating that Theorems (11) and (12) are its special 
cases) heavily relies on the following:

15. PROBLEM. Given sets ,...,Sn in a topological vector space
(version: metxic^sgace,) and a relation Yj S. when does
there exist a continuous function f^n^S^xSj -» R such that 
Yj = {js,  ̂) If j (s, | ) > 0 }, which is quasi-concave in tj (version: 
such that for all sen.S. and all real a , -i k I p -*( s, fc) > a VAMAAMAA(VVVVVVVVA 1 1 / W V W W W V W  ' J 7 *
is^vacyclic^ox^er^t^)? ̂

This problem can be reformulated in an obvious way:

15/. PROBLEM. Given a topological space T, a set X in a topological 
vector space (version: a metric space X) and a family (>. lt€T) of——— — — — —  rt/VAAAAW^VWVW- t —
binary relations in X, when does there exist a continuous function 
n:TxXxX -» R such that for every t£T, nt(x,y) is a pseudo-utility 
representation of >t, quasi-concave in x (version: such^that^for 
every y£X and real a, ixln.(x,y) > a} is acyclic or empty)?AA-Vw / W A A W v t AAA^VWV^MaAAA/VWVVv

This problem has been already answered in Section III by 
Corollary (8) which actually arose as a result of investigating the 
relations between Theorems (12) and (14).

Let me also formulate another (trivial but important) suffi
cient condition illustrating the fact that Theorem (11) is indeed 
a special case of Theorem (14) : a function whose existence is re
quired in Problem (15y) exists whenever there exists a continuous 
"parametric utility" function u:TxX -* R such that for every t£T, 
ut is a quasi-concave utility representation of >fc.

Darmstadt, August 1986
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